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Abstract
The absorption coefficients of hydrogen plasma,
calculated within the frame of cut-off Coulomb potential model, for the wide area of electron densities and temperatures observed within the solar atmosphere are presented here. The optical parameter of hydrogen plasma of mid and
moderately high nonideality parameter could be
described successfully, thus enabling the modeling of optical properties, especially the calculation of plasma opacity. The model was proven in
both convergence towards normal condition, ideal
plasma case, as well as with the help of analysis of the experimental data and further theoretical consideration. The model potential is solvable in entire space and within entire energy spectrum, thus the yielded wave function solutions are
a combination of a special functions. The special
form of the cut-of Coulomb potential, possesses
an unique feature that enables the precise, fully
quantum method of calculation of inverse Brehmstrahlung effect. Although the presented method
development is still a work in progress the possibility of unifying a mode for both transport and optical properties of plasma within same model is an
attractive direction for it’s further development

is the modulus of the electron charge, r - distance
from the ion, and cut-off radius rc - the characteristic screening length of the considered plasma.
The cut-off radius rc can be determined, see
details in [11].
The code that calculates
the characteristic screening length of considered plasma uses Ne and T , and is given
at https://github.com/nsakan972/ESPM-16.git, it is
open sourced and free for use.

2.2 The calculated quantities
In accordance with previously mentioned theory
the behavior of the dipole matrix element is investigated. It is given by D̂(r; rc; ni, li; nf , lf ) =
< nf , lf |r|ni, li >, where |ni, li > and |nf , lf >
are initial and final state wave functions obtained
within the model of cut-off Coulomb potential. So
all the photon emission and absorption parameters are related with the dipole matrix element. A
essential calculation for this is the solving of the
radial part of Schrödinger equation, e.g. finding of
energy level values as well as the radial parts of
the wave functions. The radial part, Rn,l;rc (r) presented as χ(r) = rR(r) for the selected level n = 3
and l = 0 could be seen on Figure 1. Please note
that in the strong local plasma field a wave functions differ significantly from Coulomb case and as
such reflect on all parameters and further calculated values.

1. Introduction
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In the theoretical models of Solar plasma a problems of plasma opacity, energy transport as well
as radiative transfer under moderate and strong
non-ideality are of strong interest, for the deeper
analysis of the subject reffere to [1, 2, 3, 4]. The
strong coupling and density effects in plasma radiation were the subject of numerous experimental and theoretical studies in the last decades.
The presented quantum way of describing atomic
photo-absorption processes in dense strongly ionized hydrogen plasma is based on the approximation of the cut-off Coulomb potential. By now
this approximation has been used in order to describe transport properties of dense plasma (see
e.g. [1, 5, 6]), but it was clear that it could be applied to some absorption processes in non-ideal
plasmas too [3, 7, 8, 9]. More detailed explanation
could be find in [10].
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Figure 1. The plasma influence onto the form of
wave function. Please note that χ(r) = rR(r),
where R(r) is a radial part of wave function.
For instance the total absorption cross section is
proportional to the dipole matrix element
2

σ0(ω = ωf i) ∼ D̂(r; rc; ni, li; nf , lf ) ,
2. Theory

2.1 The approximation of the cut-off
Coulomb potential
Many body processes could be described by the
use of transformation to the corresponding singleparticle processes in an adequately chosen model
potential, for the detailed theory [10] should be
considered.
As an adequate model potential for hydrogen
plasma of higher density, for instance reffere to
[5, 3], the screening cut-off Coulomb potential, that
satisfies above conditions, and is used here is in
form

 e2 e2
− + ,
0 < r ≤ rc,
Uc(r) =
(1)
rc
 r
0,
rc < r < ∞,
where the mean potential energy of an electron in
the considered hydrogen plasma Uc = −e2/rc is
used as a energy origin of the potential. Here e
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details in [10]. A strong plasma influence onto the
optical parameters is observed where the plasma
interaction energy is close to observed level energy value, e,g. when this level starts to appear,
as illustrated in figure. The work on using a more
complex potentials is going on. We have tested a
numerical method of wave function solution, and
as a first step the Ar atom modeled is introduced,
and initial values are in a expected range. As a
second effect, a more detailed plasma-emitter interaction could be modeled. For both experimental
praxis as well as Sun processes modeling an introduction of He atom and ion model is must, and as
such could determine the further research.

(2)

and so any change of the wave function reflects on
both dipole matrix element as well as total cross
section symmetrically.
The test set of dipole matrix elements for the
hydrogen atom in plasma calculated for the variety of cut-off radius, rc, values is available at
https://github.com/nsakan972/ESPM-16.git.
3. Conclusion
The presented work is a continuation of the previously developed modeling with for the photoionization and inverse Brehmsthrallung proceses of
hydrogen plasma, and the goal is to include bondbond processes within same model. All of previously calculated data is also usable in modeling of
Solar plasma processes.
In order to model a behaviour of the plasma optical characteristics the used potential is a good
approximation for the modeling of plasma interaction in a large area of densities and temperatures,
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